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Fig. 1. The seven design dimensions we explore for Worlds-in-Miniature (WiMs) alongside sketches of two potential future WiMs. The left sketch shows a WiM that spans the viewer’s body, while the right shows a WiM-based overview+detail navigation tool.

Worlds-in-Miniature (WiMs) are interactive worlds within a world and combine the advantages of an input space, a cartographic map, and an overview+detail interface. They have been used across the extended virtuality spectrum for a variety of applications. Building on an analysis of examples of WiMs from the research literature we contribute a design space for WiMs based on seven design dimensions. Further, we expand upon existing definitions of WiMs to provide a definition that applies across the extended reality spectrum. We identify the design dimensions of size-scope-scale, abstraction, geometry, reference frame, links, multiples, and virtuality. Using our framework we describe existing Worlds-in-Miniature from the research literature and reveal unexplored research areas. Finally, we generate new examples of WiMs using our framework to fill some of these gaps. With our findings, we identify opportunities that can guide future research into WiMs.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms; Visualization techniques.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Virtual/Augmented Reality, Meta-Analysis/Literature Survey
1 INTRODUCTION

As extended reality (XR) devices become more portable and powerful there is an opportunity for applications that have been previously limited to static desktop and laboratory spaces to move out into the world. Worlds-in-Miniature (WiMs) are one such technique that have been used for decades in the context of virtual reality (VR) as a tool for navigation and object manipulation, but which also have many promising applications in systems across the spectrum of virtuality [28]. As XR devices become less tethered to desktop computers, so too do the potential uses for WiMs.

There is not only renewed interest, but there is also a great potential for WiMs given the appearance of AR-capable chip sets on ubiquitous handheld devices — already being used in applications like Google Maps\(^1\). Location-based games like Pokemon Go could also benefit from minimap WiMs, and outdoor hobbies like hiking can take advantage of the 3D nature of WiMs to improve viewer perception [25]. In architecture, VR walkthroughs are becoming more common [36] and WiMs have a long history as a tool for navigating virtual buildings. Now is a time to revisit prior work and learn from it, providing a more structured view of WiM design which can inform future systems.

To better understand the design and use of WiMs, we collected and analysed 25 examples of WiMs from the research literature to derive a design space based on seven design dimensions: size-scope-scale, abstraction, geometry, reference frame, links, multiples, and virtuality. We explain these dimensions in detail, and discuss how changes to individual dimensions influence the final uses of a WiM.

Using these design dimensions, we compare and contrast different approaches for creating WiMs and identify the importance of specific design choices. Based on this comparison we identify opportunities not covered by prior systems and use these to propose novel WiM designs (Figure 1). For designers, our framework highlights alternatives to traditional WiM archetypes and surfaces a variety of design choices and trade-offs. Meanwhile, for researchers, our collection of related work can help facilitate new discussions about the value of WiMs and stimulate new designs.

This paper makes several contributions. First, we propose an expanded definition of WiMs that better captures their presence across the XR spectrum. Second, we identify a set of design dimensions that help describe and differentiate the forms and features of a diverse range of WiMs. Third, we use our design space to identify gaps in the existing literature and propose example systems that illustrate potential future applications of WiMs.

2 BACKGROUND

Scale models have served as visualisation tools in many contexts throughout history because they make it possible to view, inspect, and modify environments from perspectives and scales unattainable by human viewers. For example, the Musée des Plans-Reliefs\(^2\) in Paris, houses dozens of scale relief models, built in the field to give Louis XIV and his military planners a clearer perspective of French cities and fortifications. In architecture there is a long history of using scale models to better explore, situate, and communicate about the forms of future buildings [20]. For example, the architect Antoni Gaudí\(^3\) famously made 1:25 and 1:10 scale plaster models of his designs to better understand their

[^1]: https://arvr.google.com/ar/
[^2]: http://www.museedesplansreliefs.culture.fr/
As such, it comes as little surprise that scale models have also made their way into virtual environments, where their construction is significantly easier.

Worlds-in-Miniature were first introduced in the context of VR by Stoakley et al. [44] who defined them as:

> A user interface technique which augments an immersive head tracked display with a hand-held miniature copy of the virtual environment. In addition to the first-person perspective offered by a virtual reality system, a World in Miniature offers a second dynamic viewport onto the virtual environment. Objects may be directly manipulated either through the immersive viewport or through the three-dimensional viewport offered by the WIM.

This represents the intended use of the original system as an interaction metaphor designed for object manipulation, but it limits WiMs to VR and object manipulation. More recently Coffey et al. [11] defined WiMs as such:

> The core WIM concept is to provide a small (e.g. handheld) model of the virtual environment that can act as both a map and an interaction space as the user explores the large-scale environment — essentially a world within a world.

This definition acknowledges that WiMs are used as a generic interaction space, and more than just an object manipulation tool, but fails to acknowledge that WiMs feature at a variety of sizes, and in mediums beyond just VR. To capture these systems we propose a more inclusive definition:

> A World-in-Miniature is a scale replica of an environment that is linked to the original space via interaction or virtual feedback — an interactive world within a world.

This definition encompasses WiMs’ use as a tool for object manipulation in VR [44] as well as examples that transcend object manipulation in VR and include interactions, such as navigation and IoT control. This includes example WiMs created by researchers like Kalkusch et al. [22], who created an augmented reality (AR) WiM that sat on the viewer’s wrist, like a watch, and was used for indoor path finding. Mulloni et al. [29], meanwhile, used AR miniatures to support indoor navigation by giving turn-by-turn navigation instructions at key “info” points. Seo et al. [40] combined both physical models and handheld AR to create WiMs that functioned as a smart home controller. In these cases the WiM is no longer just an object manipulation technique, the replica has instead been turned into an interaction space where operations on the replica are reflected in the environment they represent, and changes to the outside environment are reflected in the WiM. Some of this has made its way to commercial applications — in 2019 Google added AR support to their Maps application and featured many of the interactions explored by Mulloni et al. [29], using a WiM to support navigation between points of interest and placing AR navigation cues into the environment at these locations.

Beyond creating WiMs for different applications and in new spaces, there has also been a broader effort to improving the replica component of WiMs. To name just a few examples, Wingrave et al. [49] created a WiM that could be dynamically scrolled and scaled to better support large scale environments. Trueba, Andujar, and Argelaguet [47] automatically reduced occlusion in WiMs by dynamically exploding buildings [1]. Bonsch, Freitag, and Kuhlen [6] explore the automatic generation of WiMs in realistic environments.

As WiMs often function as 3D maps themselves, their designs have also drawn considerable inspiration from the 3D mapping literature. For example, the interactive exploded views demonstrated by Niederauer et al. [31] were later used by Chittaro et al. [9] in their WiM to allow viewers to disassemble buildings by floors. Additionally, guidelines for generalisation like those written by Shea and McMaster [41] are just as relevant for designing WiMs as they are in the

space of digital cartography. Further, more recent literature such as the flexible multi-scale deformations demonstrated by Pasewaldt et al. [33] allow viewers to bend and distort a 3D map and allow viewers to view a single WiM from multiple angles and resolutions.

3 METHODOLOGY

We set out to derive a descriptive, comparative, and generative [2] design framework for WiMs — inspired by previous frameworks which have provided terminology for visualisation systems [37], helped organise existing systems [35], and envision new systems [16]. To best identify our final dimensions we first collected papers that contained systems that the authors identified as WiMs. We collected papers by performing a reverse citation search on the original WiM paper [44], followed by a tree search on collected papers that identified themselves as containing a WiM. We chose to stop collecting new papers when this process saturated and stopped identifying new papers that contained a WiM, or a system like a WiM. These papers formed the core 25 papers that we based our design dimensions on. While this set is not exhaustive, we believe that it represents a broad representative sample of the space.

From this set of papers we derived our framework through open coding. Initially, the first author individually coded a small set of papers using a web-based whiteboard tool. All of the coauthors then reviewed these codes, which were adjusted based on group consensus to establish a basis for coding. The first author then coded the remainder of the papers based on that standard. The other coauthors periodically verified these groupings to ensure consistency throughout the process. Based on the coding results, we first identified 23 potential design dimensions, then refined the final set by combining orthogonal dimensions, consolidating similar ones, and scopeing our dimensions to just those that describe the form of the replica. Based on this process we combined inter-dependant dimensions like size, scale, and scope. We also generalised overly specific dimensions into a more general form. While we had originally considered some interactions with WiMs, we decided to remove them from our design dimensions after acknowledging that the set of possible interactions with WiMs is a broad enough topic to merit a design space of its own. Using our final set of dimensions we then re-coded the WiMs from each of the original papers. A summary of this coding can be seen in Figure 2. Finally, after categorising and comparing the papers, we performed a general morphological analysis [38] to identify gaps within our paper set that present opportunities for new WiM designs.

4 DESIGN DIMENSIONS

We identified eight dimensions (size, scope, abstraction, geometry, reference frame, links, multiples, and virtuality) which together characterise the design of WiMs (Figure 1, Figure 2). Because of the tight interrelation between size and scope we consider them together, along with the associated notion of scale. Although other possible design dimensions likely exist, we found that this set captured much of the diversity present in the current research literature.

Size-Scope-Scale encompasses three interdependent properties of a WiM. Size describes the physical dimensions of the miniature replica itself. For example, a replica that can be held in a viewer’s hands may be 30 cm in diameter (Figure 3). Scope describes how much of the world is represented by the replica. For example, the replica could show just a single object, or it could show an entire city (Figure 4). Scale describes the relationship between the size of the model and the space it represents. These relationships are connected — if one is changed, at least one other must also change. For example, if the size of the replica increases from $1 \times 1$ m to $3 \times 3$ m the scale would either need to be 3 times larger, the scope would need to encompass more objects, or some combination of the two.

Examples of WiMs exist at a wide variety of sizes, scales, and scopes. One of the smallest is the WiM bounded by a phone made by Mulloni et al. [29] (Figure 3a) measuring only a couple of centimetres across. Most common is
Fig. 2. A comparison of the 25 papers we coded. The top bar shows each paper we coded. The left column shows our design dimensions and their possible values. Bars at the right show the total number of papers with each value.
a small handheld size; this is the size of the original WiM [44] and is shared by many modern examples, including those developed by Coffey et al. [11] (Figure 3b). At the other end of the spectrum, the WiMs in Gazcón et al.’s ARGeo tool [18] (Figure 3f) exist as an overlay on top of the real visible environment, making the replica effectively hundreds of meters across. The scope of what is contained within a WiM is similarly broad; slice WiM [11, 12] (Figure 4a) was designed for exploring single objects, and was used to navigate within a heart. On the other hand, Li et al.’s large-scale astrophysical environment [26] (Figure 4h) includes WiMs which operate at a galactic scope, and allow viewers to traverse between stars.

Fig. 3. WiMs increasing in Size: (a) a very small hand-sized WiM [29], (b) a small handheld WiM [11], (c) a moderate desk-sized WiM [49], (d) a large meeting table-sized WiM [46], (e) a very large storage closet-sized WiM [24], (f) a huge park-sized WiM [18]. Images reused with permission.

Abstraction describes how the replica has been transformed compared to the space it references. There are many different abstraction operations that can be performed on a WiM. However, within the papers we surveyed we noted authors creating digital copies of the real world, cartographically generalising, geometrically simplifying, and reducing the scene to just areas or lines to render simplified versions of the original space (Figure 5).
Within VR it was common for the WiM to be a perfect digital copy of the environment it represented, often relying on the exact same models (as with the miniature rooms used by Pausch et al. [34] (Figure 5a). In AR a digital copy of the real environment was often used instead. In these cases, real world features are typically recreated as a digital model either manually or via automated techniques like photogrammetry. An example of this is the models of famous buildings used by Tatzerger et al. [45] (Figure 5b). A few examples, like the smart home controller made by Seo et al. [40] (Figure 5c) even involved small physical reproductions of the environment.

To reduce clutter and complexity, many systems have used geometric simplification for removing and simplifying details in the replica. For instance, the WiM used by Bell et al. [4] (Figure 5d) simplifies most large objects into cubes. In other cases, cartographic generalisation operations can be employed to make replicas more “map-like”. Most commonly this involves simplifying elements of the replica into points, lines, and areas and adjusting their relative visual prominence [27]. Some systems, like Nam et al.’s World-in-Wedges [30] (Figure 5e) only lightly abstract the WiM. However, more extreme cases may remove almost all content, as in Chittaro et al.’s building cross-sections [9] (Figure 5f), which excises almost all geometry except for open areas, and Höllerer et al.’s replicas [21] (Figure 5g) which represent spaces using minimalist wireframes.

**Geometry** describes how the replica is shaped, and is particularly relevant for replicas of large spaces that need to be clipped in order to remain a manageable size, as well as those with many fine details. When the extent of the replica needs to be constrained to a given size, prior systems have employed a variety of approaches including clipping the replica using simple shapes like cylinders or spheres. More complex geometries, like clipping the replica to the boundaries of a building or a room in the model, or to the extent of the current workspace, are also possible. Additionally, non-Euclidean, or disjoint geometry can be used to create effects like exploded building views [31] and curved geometries can be used to create deformations like those demonstrated by Pasewaldt, Trapp, and Döllner [32].
Most WiMs in the collected papers featured simple continuous geometry. Closely clipped WiMs like Nam et al.’s [30] (Figure 6a) Worlds-in-Wedges are shaped to only show the object of interest to the viewer — in this case their WiM is constrained to just show the country, and not adjacent details like neighbouring countries. Other authors limited the WiM to a simple shape, for example the WiM created by Drey [46] (Figure 6b) is rounded as though it is contained within a cylinder or sphere. It was also common for authors to bound their WiM to the dimensions of their workspace (either real or virtual). For example, Arch-Explore by Bruder et al. [7] (Figure 6c) is constrained by the table it is placed on. Less common was for authors to create WiMs with discontinuous, or irregular geometries. Chittaro et al.’s [9] (Figure 6d) BreakAway Map shows how disjoint geometry can be used to separate a building into parts to reduce occlusions by automatically splitting the building apart by floor. Li et al.’s [26] (Figure 6e) Scalable WIM is not bounded at all, expanding infinitely into the scene. While not actually a WiM, Pasewaldt et al. [32] (Figure 6f) create a deformable map that can be bent like a continuous rubber sheet — illustrating how deforming WiMs could allow viewers to view spaces from multiple perspectives at once.

Reference Frame describes where the replica is positioned and how it is oriented. For instance, it was common to align the WiM based on the physical work table or zone that the WiM was situated in. While we observed that in most cases the reference frame for position was also the reference frame for orientation, this wasn’t always the case. For example, the WiM made by Bell et al. [4] based the horizontal rotation of the WiM on the surrounding room, but determined its position from the viewer. Additionally, some systems, like GeoGate [42], had several reference frames. GeoGate used a handheld token for position, but was oriented with respect to the tabletop environment.

When coding our sample papers we organised them based on the viewer’s proximal space [8]. WiMs in a viewers percutaneous space are directly on their body, such as the WiM created by Kalkusch et al. [22] (Figure 7a) that showed a map of the floor on the viewer’s wrist, like a watch. WiMs in the peripersonal space arrange themselves based on the viewer’s position, but aren’t directly attached to the viewer — for instance, the city map made by Veas et al. [48] (Figure 7b) always sat in the top right of the viewer’s view in a heads-up display, the WiM made by Stoakley et al. [44] (Figure 7c) sat on a clipboard carried by the viewer, and the floor map made by Mulloni et al. [29] (Figure 7d) was shown on the face of a mobile phone. Finally, WiMs in the viewer’s extrapersonal space are positioned without reference to the viewer — Seo et al.’s [40] (Figure 7e) smart home controller was positioned based on a physical model, Tatzgern et
al.’s [45] (Figure 7f) building explorer aligned their WiM with the building the WiM is a replica of, and the solar system explorer by Li et al. [26] (Figure 7g) had no solid reference at all, letting the WiM float freely.

Fig. 7. WiMs with Reference frames ranging from very viewer-centric reference frames to world-centric reference frames: (a) a WiM that is placed on the viewers wrist [22], (b) a WiM that sits in the top right of the viewers view [48], (c) a WiM that sits on a handheld clipboard [44], (d) a WiM that sits on a hand held device [29], (e) a WiM that is embedded in a physical model [40], (f) a WiM that hovers above the object it represents [45], (g) a WiM that has no reference frame [26]. Images reused with permission.

Links describe approaches that explicitly connect the replica to the environment (Figure 8). An example of a link would be a building that is highlighted in both the replica and in the environment. The most common link we found was a view frustum in the replica showing the position and orientation of the viewer. Other forms of links we observed include leader lines, and labels.

The majority of WiMs we reviewed did not feature any links at all. Of those that did feature links there was a small variety (Figure 8). A few systems, including Pausch et al.’s 1995 work [34] (Figure 8a) superimposed view frustums showing the position and orientation of the viewer in the replica. Several others used view planes — introduced in Coffey et al.’s Slice WIM [11] (Figure 8b) — to slice segments of the replica and control the visible area of the scene. Similarly, Stafford et al. [43] (Figure 8c) used god hands (enlarged hands that appear in the environment to show where a viewer is pointing on the replica) as one of their god-like interactions. Leader lines that directly tether components of the replica to the corresponding location in the environment also appear in several systems, including Tatzgen et al.’s [45] (Figure 8d). Finally, WiMs can use text to directly identify components, as in Li et al.’s Scalable WIM [26] (Figure 8e) which labels stars in both the replica and space. While these aren’t the only possible forms that links can take, they are the ones that we observed in our set of sample papers.

Multiples characterize cases in which a WiM system includes multiple replicas instead of just one (Figure 9). This can be multiple replicas all at the same scale, showing different states of the WiM, or it can involve one larger, main replica with several small replicas showing subsets of the environment. Only a small minority of papers showcased multiples, but they were used for a variety of applications. The main use was to show subsets of the scene at different orientations or positions.
We observed two types of multiples. The first was recursive multiples, where a smaller version of the replica was embedded within the replica. This was shown by Bluff and Johnston [5] (Figure 9a) who used a camera copy of the environment to create an effectively infinitely recursive WiM using the Droste effect. The other form of multiples we observed were small multiples, like those used by Tatzgern et al. [45] (Figure 9b) who placed replicas of the replica at different rotations to allow the viewer to see a building from many sides at once.

Virtuality describes the WiM’s position within the XR spectrum [28]. While WiMs originally started as a purely VR technique, they have since expanded to include examples across the XR spectrum, including cases in which the replica itself is a physical object.

The first WiM by Stoakley et al. [44] was created using headset VR, and many afterwards have been as well — including recent implementations such as Bluff and Johnston’s [5] (Figure 10a). However, examples exist for a variety of other platforms including Cave VR [12] (Figure 10b), desktop VR [6] (Figure 10c), headset AR [46] (Figure 10d), projected AR [24] (Figure 10e), and handheld AR [29] (Figure 10f) systems.

5 TRENDS AND GAPS IN CURRENT WORLDS-IN-MINIATURE IMPLEMENTATIONS

We observed a number of relationships between the various dimensions, as well as gaps in the literature for both individual dimensions and combinations of dimensions. Here we identify some of these patterns and gaps, and we will later look more closely at potential applications that fill these gaps.
Size vs. Scope. While we have identified size, scale, and scope as a set of interdependent dimensions, there is a strong positive correlation between the size of a WiM, and its scope — with developers typically using larger WiMs to represent larger and more complex regions (Figure 11). By contrast, the set of systems we examined contain no examples of small or very small WiMs whose scope showed anything larger than a single building. Surprisingly, we also saw no examples of large WiMs whose scope was smaller than the floor of a building, although the interactive virtual globes in tools like Google Earth VR [23] clearly demonstrate the value of this combination. While in most cases it is practical to pair large sizes with broad scopes there may be opportunities where straying from these patterns can be beneficial. As a temporary, or transitional state, having a large WiM with a small scope could be used to highlight an object of interest, such as greatly expanding the sign for a bus stop in the replica as the viewer gets within viewing distance of the actual sign. As another example, if many small multiples of individual small WiMs with broad scopes are used together, the size of each can be controlled with a focus + context operation like a fish eye menu [3], magnifying the WiM in active use, but keeping the other smaller WiMs in view.

Size vs. Reference Frame. There is a common relationship between the size of a WiM, and the reference frame it has been given (Figure 12). A WiM with a reference frame that is close to, or a part of the body (pericutaneous, peripersonal) is more likely to also be small. While a WiM with a reference frame that is a part of the environment,
or the environment itself (extrapersonal), is more likely to be large. Both of these can be explained from a practical standpoint, a WiM that is several meters in diameter would be unwieldy when placed on a viewer’s wrist. Further, if a WiM that was only a few centimetres in diameter was placed on a boardroom table many meters wide there would be a large amount of wasted space. However, these impracticalities can be overcome. For example, Tatzgern et al. [45] explore a small WiM that has an extrapersonal reference frame by physically distancing the replica from the reference frame — while the referent is large, its apparent size is comparable to the WiM. At the other end of the spectrum, a large WiM can be placed within a viewer’s personal space by distributing it around their body — for instance, by projecting it in a torus around their torso, or distributing it across their limbs (which we explore in subsection 6.2).

**Size vs. Geometry.** We observed that in most cases small WiMs are tightly bounded, often clipped to just the object of interest itself (Figure 13). In contrast, larger WiMs are often bounded by a feature of the environment (such as a work table). Although WiMs at all sizes are bounded by simple shapes. At the extreme end, any unbounded WiM showing a large area or object will consume considerable space — as it has no solid boundary to constrain it. However, even when considering a large WiM it can be beneficial to restrict the geometry to just the object of interest. For example, for a team collaborating around a WiM of a to-be-built building, reducing the WiM to just the building of interest could help manage occlusion from multiple vantage points.

**Abstraction vs. Virtuality.** WiMs made for VR tend to feature less abstraction than those made for AR (Figure 14). We suspect that this has more to do with the current capabilities of the respective technologies than a practical relationship between the dimensions. It is currently much easier to create a replica that is a perfect or near perfect copy of the environment in VR than it is in AR. However, as technologies like photogrammetry improve, and as AR headset technology matures and becomes more powerful this gap is likely to close. With the ability to easily create realistic views of real places, applications like third person bird’s eye views [17] will likely become more realistic outside of VR. On the flip side, while VR instances of WiMs are currently able to feature replicas that are perfect recreations of the VR environment, simplified or generalised replicas can still help viewers focus on the most important features of the replica [41].

**Links.** Links are a heavily underrepresented dimension, with 16 out of 25 of the WiMs we reviewed not featuring any explicit links between the replica and the space (Figure 16). Further, the variety of links that we did observe was not
extensive — including only view frustums, view planes, god hands, leader lines, and labels. The sparsity of examples indicates that there remain many exciting opportunities in this space. One medium which already features a wide variety of links is video games [13] and many examples of linking and pointing techniques from this domain seem likely to work well with WiMs. These include approaches like diegetic cues, which are common in video games and could provide simple and semantically meaningful links between WiMs and environments. For example, a WiM of a city street could turn on the streetlamps along the viewer’s path to unobtrusively show their progress in the real space.

**Multiples.** Similarly, multiples are another heavily underrepresented dimension with only 4 out of the 25 papers we reviewed featuring them (Figure 17). These few examples we saw focused on showing either multiple views of the same building from different orientations [45] or location based subsets [14]. However, given the widespread and successful use of small multiples techniques in data visualization tools, there are likely many more exciting possibilities for WiMs that use multiples. For example, a large single replica combined with small multiples [15] of it could be used to show the history of a viewer’s interaction with a WiM.

**Reference Frame.** While WiMs of all sorts featured extrapersonal reference frames, very few utilised peripersonal or pericutaneous reference frames (Figure 15). Those few that did tended to be used with small, tightly scoped, or tightly clipped WiMs. There exists ample space to explore WiMs that sit within the viewer’s personal space, along many dimensions (as noted above in Size vs. Reference Frame).

**Other.** Interestingly, several pairs of dimensions in our framework did not show any obvious relationship to one another. Abstraction and geometry were one such pair — during the process of abstraction the available geometry of the WiM may also be reduced. For example, if a WiM has been cartographically generalised to only include the roads of a scene, then the geometry will appear to be clipped to the focus (in this case the roads) even if the chosen geometry is actually less restrictive. Conversely, a WiM showing a building that is bounded to a short cylinder will appear as though the roof has been abstracted away.

Another pair that displayed only a loose connection was geometry and virtuality. The means used to create the virtual environment influences the possible geometry of a WiM. For example, due to the limited projection space it is more difficult to create an infinite WiM by using projected AR then it would be to create an infinite WiM using headset VR. However, many of the examples of simplified geometry we observe reflected historical technical limitations of XR devices rather than contemporary ones.
Table 1. Dimensions used in our three example WiMs. Critical dimensions for each are indicated in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Example #1 (Shared Spatial Highlights)</th>
<th>Example #2 (Body Based WiM)</th>
<th>Example #3 (Overview + Detail)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large &amp; Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>City &amp; Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Physical Copy</td>
<td>Cartographic Generalization</td>
<td>Carto. Generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Clip to Focus</td>
<td>Disjoint &amp; Clip to Focus</td>
<td>Clip to Simple Shape/Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. Frame</td>
<td>Free Referent</td>
<td>Viewer’s Body</td>
<td>Viewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td>Highlighting</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiples</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Small Multiples</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuality</td>
<td>Headset AR</td>
<td>Headset AR</td>
<td>Handheld AR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 ENVISIONING FUTURE WORLDS-IN-MINIATURE

To help demonstrate the generative utility of our framework, in this section we illustrate several novel WiMs described as a function of our design dimensions. In section 5 we identified a number of gaps present within the papers we reviewed. We fit our proposed WiMs within those gaps, addressing unique design challenges.

6.1 Example #1: Shared Spatial Highlights

![Image of shared spatial highlights](image-url)

Fig. 18. Example #1: Shared Spatial Highlighting. In the figure a viewer is pointing at the roof of a WiM of the completed building and it is highlighted. The roof is also highlighted in the construction site, despite not being built yet.

When analysing the trends and gaps within current WiMs we noted that the majority of WiMs don’t feature links. To help fill that gap, we propose a WiM that uses highlighting in a way that would be difficult without a WiM (Table 1). In this example the WiM features an architectural model of a building that is still under construction. At the construction site the replica can be used to highlight components of the unfinished building. When a viewer selects a piece of the building on the replica, the corresponding component of the building in the environment is also highlighted. In circumstances where a component is not shared between the two (such as a part of the building that is not built yet, or a detail of the building too small to be added to the model) the area where that component would be is instead highlighted. In Figure 18 a viewer is selecting the roof at the top of the replica, in the background they can see the roof being highlighted on a AR overlay of the building. By using these shared spatial highlights a viewer can get an idea of the footprint of a building on-site during construction. For example, when preparing marketing material for the new
building, a Realtor could use the highlights to determine what pieces of the skyline will be visible once the building is complete.

This example was inspired by the use of scale models in architecture [20]. As a result, our choices for many of the design dimensions (including size, scope, abstraction, and geometry) reflect the conventions and properties of the physical models produced by architecture firms. For the reference frame, we chose free referent, reflecting the fact that scale building models can be used at a variety of locations both at a building site or (more frequently) at the design studio and don’t require a specific spatial relationship with the building. Finally, we imagined this example as a headset AR application, which would allow the viewer to use both hands to interact with the model and with other tools, and could support deployment in construction settings.

6.2 Example #2: Body Based WiM

Fig. 19. Example #2. Body Based WiM: In the figure a viewer has a WiM spread across their body. Buildings that are close to them are on their arms, while distant ones are on their legs.

In the existing literature, we noted the absence WiMs that were both percutaneous and had a large size (Table 1). To examine this unique combination, we propose a system that takes advantage of the viewer’s entire body to host a large WiM (Figure 19). In this example the buildings of a college campus are spread across the viewer’s body. Buildings that are close to the viewer are placed on parts of their body that are easy to reference (like their forearms) whereas buildings that are far away are placed on less reachable, but still visible parts of their body (like their shins). Buildings behind or otherwise outside the viewer’s field of vision are likewise shifted to less-visible locations on the body (such as their calves) where they can be seen peripherally. This approach cartographically generalises important landmarks including prominent buildings using an approach similar to the automatic tourist maps proposed by Grabler et al. [19], highlighting the most important features of the campus and de-emphasising the spaces in between them. By viewing the WiM with a headset AR device the viewer could easily reference buildings in their immediate vicinity, while maintaining a peripheral knowledge of the entire campus. This could be particularly useful while the viewer is walking, allowing them to use their body’s sense of proprioception [8] to reference the replica. Such an approach could also be useful in crowded spaces, fitting tightly to the viewer’s body when most large AR objects would be occluded or intersected by the surrounding environment.
6.3 Example #3: Overview + Detail Multiples

Our analysis also highlighted a shortage of WiMs that incorporated multiples (Table 1). To prompt the development of more systems that incorporate multiple simultaneous WiMS, we propose an interface that uses multiples to show a mountain hike at two levels of detail (Figure 20) in the style of a traditional overview+detail visualisation [10]. In this example, the system includes two multiples, each showing the same hiking route. The large multiple on the left side of the screen (Figure 20) shows the entire mountain that is being hiked, while the smaller multiple on the right side of the screen (Figure 20) is clipped to focus on just the current trail segment. This pairing would allow viewers to simultaneously see their progress up the mountain as well as a more detailed bird’s eye view of the portion of the hike that they are immediately concerned with. Mobile AR might appropriate for this application as a phone or other device could be easily stowed by the viewer during more physically involved portions of their hike. Finally, this WiM uses the viewer as its reference frame so that it is available throughout the hike.

6.4 WiM Opportunities by Application Area

In addition to our specific example WiMs, we provide more general advice on choosing dimensions for a WiM based on application domain, based on our observations from prior work. We observed 5 distinct application domains amongst the WiMs we coded — wayfinding, collaboration, visualisation, navigation, and control space (Table 2) — and discuss two important dimensions to consider for each application domain.

**Wayfinding:** In a wayfinding application the WiM serves as an overview that viewers use to identify and follow paths between locations. Because wayfinding tools typically need to move through space along with the viewer, WiMs designed for this purpose are likely to lend themselves to percutaneous or peripersonal reference frames. Similarly, they may benefit from small sizes and constrained scopes that reduce overlap with and occlusion of the environment.

**Collaboration:** In applications that use collaborative WiMs, multiple viewers may examine or interact with the same replica simultaneously. As a result, we expect that larger replicas with extrapersonal reference frames will usually be preferable. Further, clipping the geometry to a focus area or simple shape can allow multiple viewers to more freely move and interact around the WiM.

**Visualisation:** The visualization applications we observed cover a wide range of data types, visual encodings, and contexts of use, making general guidance for these systems difficult. However, the widespread use of techniques
like small multiples [15] and brushing-and-linking [39] in visualisation more broadly strongly suggests the value of incorporating multiples and links in WiM systems intended to support data exploration and analysis.

**Navigation:** WiMs designed for navigation allow viewers to change their position in the full-sized (typically virtual) environment by using the miniature replica. A key concern is ensuring that the scale of the replica allows for precise pointing [49]. In addition, non-euclidean or distorted geometries that enable viewers to navigate to occluded areas, including building interiors [9], may be advantageous.

**Control Space:** A WiM designed as a control space enables the viewer to control elements of their environment using the replica. If the replica and environment differ considerably in scale it can be useful to use abstraction to increase the size or visibility of interactive elements, or to simplify away non-interactive ones. As with navigation, geometries that reduce occlusion can increase viewers’ ability to access and interact with more of the control space at once.

7 CONCLUSION

Worlds-in-Miniature represent a promising and extremely relevant area for XR research, and one which is well-positioned to build on approaches from a variety of related fields. Not only are WiMs one of the earliest interaction metaphors introduced for virtual reality, they also share many properties with the kinds of overview+detail interfaces frequently used in data visualisation. Because they often take the forms of maps and terrain models, they also have the potential to draw on recent advances in digital cartography. At the same time, the vast space of different WiM designs suggests new uses in a wide variety of different application areas.

Our framework for describing WiM systems showcases the diversity of past approaches, but also highlights just how much of the design space remains unexamined. Many of these unexplored points, including the examples in section 6 reflect promising opportunities for near-term research and design. Others highlight challenges both in our current tools and technology. For example, varying the level of abstraction in WiMs still represents a challenge in both VR and AR, and most conceptual abstraction (and even much of the visual abstraction) used in current systems is still handled manually by designers. Meanwhile, creating truly realistic WiMs remains challenging because current platforms lack both the data and processing power necessary to create high-fidelity representations of most scenes. This is especially challenging for augmented- and mixed-reality applications, given the host of challenges associated with capturing.
rendering, and updating visually accurate and up-to-date representations of physical environments. However, rapidly maturing photogrammetry and real-time scene reconstruction approaches mean that realistic live WiMs of real-world spaces will likely be possible in the near future. Parallel advances in XR headsets and related display technologies will also make using these WiMs in real-world environments increasingly practical. With that in mind, exploring new WiM designs, interactions, and application areas represents a rich area for research both now and for the foreseeable future.
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